
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting or continuing your genealogy: 

• Start with what you know. 

• Talk to relatives; gather family papers, letters, photos, diaries, scrapbooks, or booklets that 

contain information about your family. 

• Remember to verify information.  Make copies.  RECORD YOUR SOURCES! 

• Look at US information before “crossing the pond”. 

 

One group calls genealogy without use of the internet  “Classical genealogy”. 

(The internet isn’t the only place to find information.)  

Some sources of information: 

• Relatives 

• State or local history centers or libraries 

• LDS Family History Centers (Mormons) 

• Court house records 

• Church records 

• Cemeteries 

• Newspapers 

• Classes 

• Norwegian lags often have a genealogist 

• Bygdeboks might have information about your family in Norway, but the information is not 

always correct.  Verify. 

 

 

The internet has lots of information.  Not all of it is correct.  Verify. 

• There are many free sites.  Among those that I use frequently are Family Search, Find-a-Grave, 

Minnesota History Center (they have Minnesota birth and death indexes; for a fee you can 

order a copy or go to MHS and make a copy),  MOMS (Minnesota Official Marriage System), 

Bureau of Land Management (for a fee you can order BLM files that sometimes contain valuable 

genealogical information).  Also search for your relatives using a search engine such as Google. 



 

• Subscription sites like Ancestry.com might be available at your local library for free. 

When using Ancestry.com beware of the little leaf – just because you get a leaf by your 

relative’s name does not mean the information is about your relative.  Verify! 

 

• Census records, birth, marriage and death records, land records, plat maps, naturalization 

records, military records, immigration records, city directories, school yearbooks, maps, are a 

few of the records that you might find on the internet. 

Norwegian research 

• DigitalArkivet is a free Norwegian resource where you might find church records of your 

ancestor’s birth, baptism, confirmation, marriage, death and burial, or emigration.   

• Learn about Norwegian naming practices.   

• Check for Bygdeboks that might include your ancestors in Norway. 

 

Caution 

• Transcriptions might contain errors. 

• Correct spelling seems to be optional in some records including census records. 

• Verify information.  If possible find a primary source, an original record from the time of the 

event (example: birth, marriage, or death record). 

• Record sources. 

Ask for help.   There are many people and organizations where you can turn for help. 

• Norway list (online) – you can subscribe and email your questions.  Some very knowledgeable 

people belong to the list and are willing to help with your questions. 

• NAGA, LDS Family History Centers, state and county history libraries, Norwegian lags, and SON 

genealogy groups might be able to help.   

• Form a SON genealogy group at your lodge.  Help one another break down brick walls. 

 

Be a SLEKTS FORSKER – a Norwegian family historian, investigator, research worker. 

 

HAVE FUN! 

 

 


